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Practical Experience with ATC in Daily Use 
Reto Stocker MD， Chief Doctor at University Hospital of Zurich 

面詰81!r:Dr. Stocker， on which patients do you use Automatic 
Tube Compensation (ATC) ? 

RS: We are ofthe opinion that ATC can be used on all 
patients and not only on spontaneous breathing patients， 
but also during controlled modes of ventilation. 

回目町:Which ben巴fitsdo you expect from use of A TC? 

RS: In principal ATC compensates what we deliver to the 
patients via the endotracheal or tracheal tube. These tubes 
are not physiologic because they have unphysiologic flow 
characteristics. As a result， the main benefit from A TC is 
to compensate these unphysiologic characteristics of the 
tubes. In fact， through the use of ATC we almost retum to 
normal physiology 

面3O1!f:Until recently， it was normal to try to compensate 
resistance of the tube through CP AP with ASB. Where 
do you see the difference between the use of A TC as 
compared to CPAP with ASB? 

RS: This can be best explained through the physics of flow. 
ASB， or any similar type of pressure support， gives the 
patient assistance in the form of a pre-selected pressure 
lev巴1which is independent of the flow generated by the 
patient respectively independent of the tidal volume 
required by the patient. Compensation of resistance in the 
tube cannot however be compensated by a pre-select巴d
pressure level because it is a flow dependent coefficient 
that is not Iinear， rather it is based on a different flow 
function. If we ventilate the patient with a pre-selected 
pressur巴Ievel，then in principal there is only a tiny range 
which can be compensated by this method. If the patient 
breathes in this tiny range then quite possibly there is 
optimal support. However，合omexperience， delivery of 
breaths to the patient with ASB result in either too much 
or too IittIe compensation. This problem can be 
eliminated with ATC 

師事首:ln other words you address the problem with conven-
tional pressure support of under-or over-compensation? 

RS: Yes， with ATC we achieve an individual adaptation for 
each patient breath. Resistance of the tube is 
compensated for every individual breath as necessary. 

国府:At the beginning， you mentioned that A TC can be 
used for all patients， including COPD and ARDS 
patients? 

RS: Definitely for ARDS patients. With COPD patients it 
is not as clear. We have had the experience that also with 
COPD patients the tube can be compensated for and that it 
is effective. What can also be done in this case is to 
provide an external PEEP. 

助381!r:How do you find handling of the A TC parameter 
setting and activation? 

RS: 1 fmd that ATC is very easy to set. Above al1 it is 
logical because it is dependent on the size of the tube and 
we do not have to work with coefficients. ln addition we 
use ATC practical1y always with 100% compensation 
Only in a very smal1 number of cases do we reduce the 
∞mpensation factor. 

耐府:Does A TC increase the inspiratory pressure? 

RS: During use of A TC of course this is not the case. The 
increase of inspiratory pressure in the inspiratory limb is 
countered by resistance of the tube. What we have as 
tracheal pressure at the end does not reflect an increased 
inspiratory pressure. A1so， at least so far we do not have 
any indications合omour measurements which were 
perfoロnedwith direct tracheal pressure measurement， that 
a relevant increase in the inspiratory pressure in regards to 
the trachea occurs. 

白歯E町 Doyou also use ATC dufing controlled ventilation 
with BIP AP and AutoFlow? 

RS: Yes， in fact we almost always have ATC on. The order 
is as fol1ows: control1ed ventilation with ATC， then a 
cha目geto ASB with A TC whereby thos巴patientswe 
believe require longer support we switch to PPS. Gradu-
al1y we reduce the ASB lev巴1to zero and respectively PPS 
assist levels to zero， so that the patient in the end only 
breathes with CPAP w/ ATC. CPAP w/ ATC is always 
the last step before extubation. 

面.:Have you observed through the use of ATC that 
weaning is expedited? 

RS: ATC enables us to optimize the extubation criteria. 
Relatively quicldy we can reduce the level of support with 
ATC because we know that the patient wilJ not suffer 
合oma too drastic reduction in pressure level as is 
common in ASB leading to increased WOB. We have 
been able to prove that if the support is reduced too 
drastical1y， the WOB increases so much， that the patient 
experiences respiratory distress because it is stilJ on the 
ventilator. Such a patient would be better off being 
extubated. Certainly such a case can be optimized with 
ATC. We can reduce the support level very quicldy with 
ATC and must not proceed泊 slow，short steps trying to 
titrate to the point of extubation， rather we can proceed 
quicldy. 1 wel1 beli巴v巴 thatweaning from the ventilator 
can be expedited. Studies合omChristoph Haberthur have 
shown that with ATC not only weaning time is shortened 
but also the reintubation rate can be reduced. 

副首S百:Thank you Dr. Stocker for your open and enlightening 
responses 
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患者さんの自発呼吸を最大限に活かした
新発想の呼服ケアオプション、
フ.リージンタサポートキット(PPS>を搭載。

F 
詠亀~

-シンプル芯操作
タッチスクリーン方式のコントロールパネルと、

ロータリーノブによる「選，3i・回す・押すJだけの簡単操作。

・オプション追加によるアップグレード可能

ユーザニーズに応じて、オプションの追加による
アップグレードが可能です。
-ブリージングサポートキット(pPS) 挿管チューブによる
呼吸抵抗を軽減し(ATC)、患者さんの自発呼吸に近い
呼吸サポート(PPS)で人工呼吸器からの早期離脱を促進。

・ネオフローキット 体重O.5kgからの未熟児/新生児も対応可能。
.SpO，センサ・・・呼吸・循環の同時評価で診断機能力t充実。

eBIPAPモード標準装備

高い気道内圧による肺障害やファイティングの危険性を震小限に抑えまま己

・CO，センサ標準装備

ガス交換の指標、適正簿管の判断に有効なCO，計測機能を搭載。

・IdealBody Weigh!スタート機能

電源投入時、体重を入力するだけで自動的に初期設定が完了。

患者さんに最適の呼吸ケアを素早く開始できます。
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